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       Supports in Roman Marble Sculpture 

 Workshop Practice and Modes of Viewing 

 Figural and non- i gural supports are a ubiquitous feature of Roman 

marble sculpture; they appear in sculptures ranging in size from mini-

ature to colossal and of all levels of quality. At odds with modern ideas 

about beauty, completeness and visual congruence, these elements, 

especially non- i gural struts, have been dismissed by scholars as mere 

safeguards for production and transport. However, close examination 

of these features reveals the tastes and expectations of those who 

commissioned, bought and displayed marble sculptures throughout 

the Mediterranean in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Drawing on 

a large body of examples, Greek and Latin literary sources, and modern 

theories of visual culture, this study constitutes the i rst comprehensive 

investigation of non- i gural supports in Roman sculpture. h e book 

overturns previous conceptions of Roman visual values and traditions 

and challenges our understanding of the Roman reception of Greek art. 

  Anna Anguissola  is a Lecturer in Classical Archaeology at the 

University of Pisa and directs i eld projects at Pompeii and Hierapolis 

in Turkey. She is the author of  Intimit à  a Pompei: Riservatezza, con-
divisione e prestigio negli ambienti ad alcova di Pompei  (2010) and 

 Dii  cillima Imitatio. Immagine e lessico delle copie tra Grecia e Roma  
(2012).   
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    Preface     

  ‘Inartistic’, ‘of ensive’, ‘disi guring’, ‘unsightly’, ‘disturbing’  –  these are but 

some of the words that scholars have used to describe the subject of this 

book:  the structural supports of Roman marble sculpture. Functionally, 

a support is a mass of stone let  in place to reinforce a point of potential 

weakness in a statue. We can distinguish two classes of supports: i rst, the 

i gural supports shaped like tree stumps, vases, animals, weapons, etc., that 

secure a marble statue’s stance and contribute to the narrative; and, second, 

the non- i gural or structural supports which in most Roman marble stat-

ues seem only to sustain protruding extremities such as outstretched arms. 

h is book focuses on the latter, commonly known as ‘structural supports’ 

or ‘struts’ (‘St ü tzen’, ‘Stege’, and ‘Streben’ in German, ‘tenons’ in French, and 

‘puntelli’ or ‘tenoni’ in Italian). 

 Scholars have seldom and only cursorily engaged in the task of account-

ing for the function of struts in Roman sculpture, wavering between two 

main explanations. h e i rst envisions struts as tools that enabled Roman 

workshops to transform lighter bronze prototypes into heavier marble 

replicas. Precisely because they were made of comparatively light- weight 

bronze, these prototypes did not need any additional reinforcements. h e 

second interprets struts as devices to secure appendages for transport. In 

consequence, struts testify to a sculpture’s travel from workshop to the site 

of display. 

 In contrast to past scholarship, this book revolves around aspects that 

have so far remained unexplored. Do the conventional readings of supports 

actually address the diverse phenomena that they physically represent? 

How did the carving, shape, and display of supports inl uence the readings 

of Roman marbles in dif erent times and contexts? How can the assessment 

of supports contribute to the debates about the visual values of Roman cul-

ture? In order to answer these and further questions, i gural and especially 

non- i gural supports need to be analysed within a comprehensive approach 

to Roman sculpture, Roman techniques of marble carving, and Roman 

debates about arts especially from the i rst to the third centuries AD. 

 Certainly, many supports were primarily structural and not meant to play 

an important role in the appearance of the sculpture. Sometimes, however, xv
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their share in the visual impact of a work outweighs their tectonic role. 

h e careful i nish of many struts belies the idea that they were mere tech-

nical devices, intended to be concealed from the public eye –  an assumption 

rooted in the modern aesthetic interpretations of the classical past. While 

stabilising an expressive body gesture, struts draw attention to the pose and 

encourage consideration of its meaning. h ese observations contradict the 

hypothesis that struts were always intended as practical precautions for 

transport. Besides not being removed once a statue was i nally put in place, 

they were occasionally added without regard to actual static concerns, in 

prominent yet non- functional positions. h e exceptionally large dimen-

sions of some struts put them (and the limbs they support) at greater risk of 

breaking than any other part of a statue. Expert crat smanship was required 

to chisel out such struts without damaging or destroying them. 

 h e question of supports in statues that belong to well- known replica 

series, too, prompts further considerations. h e shape, size, and position 

of both i gural and non- i gural supports tend to dif er within a single rep-

lica series. Some of the versions of a given prototype avoid supports almost 

entirely, while elsewhere struts proliferate in both useful and unnecessary 

spots. h e implications seem to be more complex and wide- ranging than 

has been anticipated by traditional copy criticism. Supports and conspicu-

ous struts might have stimulated the memory of similar sculptures, the com-

position of which followed dif erent criteria, and might have tied multiple 

copies into a system of mutual references. Besides, supports may have been 

recognised as copyists’ additions and, in turn, as distinctive quality mark-

ers of Roman marbles. Since supports were the only features not dei ned by 

the prototype, they complicated the already dii  cult process of translating 

bronze into marble. Roman sculptors had to devise new methods and tech-

nologies to both reproduce their model and insert huge three- dimensional 

struts. Struts may show the workshop’s ability to retain the basic forms 

of the bronze prototype while producing striking, creative modii cations, 

from both the visual and narrative points of view, in its marble versions. 

 h e choice of appending large struts to a statue also advertised the con-

spicuous consumption of marble. Larger struts required a great deal of 

extra marble and implied that the i gure was carved from a single block. 

Acquiring such a block was a much more expensive alternative to carving 

the extended limbs separately and then i xing them to the core. 

 Perhaps most essentially, supports complemented the standardised poses 

and played an essential role in adapting a set of visual formulae derived 

from the Greek tradition to Roman visual semantics. In this sense, i gural 

and non- i gural supports acted as a means of specii cation and guided the 
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viewer in the process of reading the image. Within an essentially conser-

vative visual culture, the value of supports and struts as indicators of both 

Greek tradition and Roman innovation, in terms of either composition or 

content, may explain their widespread popularity. 

 h e Introduction sets the topic within the broader scholarly debate. 

How did scholars respond to the ubiquity of struts in the corpus of Roman 

statuary? Which explanations were of ered to account for this material? 

Do technical needs necessarily rule out aesthetic choices? h e problem of 

struts is laid out here in a broader perspective, including later periods of 

Western art. 

 My argument unfolds over two sections and eight chapters. I address the 

topic by discussing individual case studies in detail and relating them to 

two main sets of broader issues: i rst, the ancient Roman technologies for 

marble sculpture and second, the contexts and modes of viewing sculp-

ture in the Roman world. h is book explores a pervasive –  yet largely over-

looked –  phenomenon about the presentation of Roman marble statuary 

as a source of information about the mechanisms of production, trade and 

appreciation of art. 

 h e i rst section, ‘Material and History’, lays the groundwork to context-

ualise the discourse on struts in Roman marble sculpture. To do so, I i rst 

reconsider the question of i gural supports, which, unlike the subject of this 

book, have traditionally been incorporated in the study of Roman art, as 

elements deemed integral to the composition.  Chapter 1  questions the nar-

rative potential of i gural supports and examines their role in dei ning a 

i gure’s structure, symmetry, and movement –  a perspective that has much 

broader implications in the case of non- i gural supports.  Chapter  2  dis-

cusses the emergence of supports in the Greek art from the sixth to i rst 

centuries BC. h e concept and practice of supports was deeply ingrained 

in the Greek tradition of marble sculpture. However, it was from the late 

i rst century BC onwards that supports and struts became one of the most 

familiar features of marble sculpture, in a variety of shapes and with dif-

ferent surface i nish. In  Chapter 3 , I describe the types and shapes of struts 

in the Roman sculptural production. Struts occur in statues of exception-

ally high quality as well as those of poorer workmanship. h ey are found 

in both colossal groups and statuettes. As is described in  Chapter  4 , the 

types of surface treatment are equally various and idiosyncratic. Within this 

framework, the issue of colour is, at the same time, exceptionally relevant 

and elusive. Painting has traditionally played an important role in the belief 

that struts would be hidden from sight. Unfortunately, traces of paint have 

been detected on the struts of very few sculptures. h is remarkably scanty 
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record hardly warrants general conclusions. h is empirical presentation 

of the material provides the coordinates to navigate the subject, as well as 

the basic categories to distinguish and describe non- i gural supports. Since 

these features have, at best, attracted only cursory remarks, the study of 

struts cannot ignore the need for a review of the evidence and a vocabulary 

to discuss it. While doing this, the presentation of the material helps to pin-

point certain geographical and chronological concentrations. 

 In the second section, ‘h e Limits of Stone’, I review the main functional 

arguments that account for the presence of struts, and then explore the 

potential of struts in conveying information about the quality of a statue and 

the ingenuity of its maker. Struts may be useful to copy a bronze prototype 

into marble, to brace protruding extremities during the work, to guarantee 

the safety of a statue during transport, or to ensure stability and balance 

once the statue was in place. Most struts certainly had an immediate func-

tional utility of this sort. Yet, as I show in  Chapter 5 , these explanations are 

not all equally persuasive. Connecting bars were not exclusive to marble 

statuary. Although rare, they also occur on bronze statues, where they serve 

as stabilisers or attribute holders. Additionally, the evidence that struts 

could serve as safeguards against the percussive strokes of the sculptor’s 

tools does not apply to the whole sample. On the contrary, the shaping and 

smoothing of very long struts with deep undercuts poses a further threat to 

the safety of a statue. Lastly, struts do not seem to be the sole or the safest 

choice to ensure that a statue would survive transport intact. Alternative 

methods, such as shipping the statue uni nished or in pieces, would reduce 

the risk of damage and breaks during transport. 

  Chapter 6  moves away from merely functional questions and addresses 

the case studies with a view to the compositional role of struts in highlight-

ing expansive gestures and dramatic poses. Sometimes, struts function as 

abstract complements to the human body and framing devices. h e use of 

struts counts among several strategies –  including typology, style, labelling, 

the representation of a statue base or architectural niche –  that the artist 

may exploit to establish the artii cial nature of his i gure. Especially in the 

case of sculptural copies, struts contribute to shit ing the reference from 

the statue’s living counterpart to the art- object in itself, the series to which 

it belongs and the prototype. As I argue in  Chapter 7 , the use of large and 

structurally unnecessary struts may also advertise the means for the con-

spicuous consumption of marble. h ese struts demonstrated the availability 

of marble and therefore the material value of a work of art. Furthermore, 

struts enable a variety of expressive and emphatic poses comparable to 

those of bronze statues and the i gures in paintings or reliefs. h e use of 
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struts displayed the sculptor’s proi ciency and ability to overcome the limits 

of his material. 

  Chapter  8  examines regional and chronological concentrations. h e 

number, size, placement, and shape of struts cannot provide, alone, any 

positive attribution to individual ateliers  –  let  alone to individual carv-

ers. However, if the display context is known, these technical features may 

coni rm attributions based on style and treatment. h is chapter also dis-

cusses the function of struts in small- size statues and miniatures. As in 

larger works, struts may serve to announce the sculptor’s skill in carving the 

details. Additionally, struts could be used as a more generalised allusion to 

full- scale statuary. h e presence of intricate struts in miniatures becomes 

increasingly signii cant in the sculptural production from the mid- third 

century to the mid to late i t h century AD, rel ecting the popularity of elab-

orate compositions. 

 h e Conclusion wraps up the main points of my argument. Struts had a 

general, undeniable structural utility. Nevertheless, they could also func-

tion as both allusions to a model and a testament to the carver’s ability. 

I  believe that, with all due precautions, non- i gural supports should be 

included among relevant stylistic features upon which to rely to examine 

the production, choice, exhibition, and viewing of sculpture in the ancient 

Roman world.   
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